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AI)APTIVE I)UAL CONTROL MET1-IODSt
EoisoN Tsi
A new approach is discussed for the problem of stochastic cuntrol of nonlinear systems with noisy obseryn-
tbms. The approach is based on the concept of dual control and the principle ofoptintality. The resulting
control sequence exhibits the closed-loop property. i.e.. it anticipates how future learning will beoceani p.
lihed and how it can befiillutilized. 1luo. in addition to being ailaprt'. this control also plans it Ji,tnrc
learning according to the control object lie. Sonu simulation results illustrate these properties and demon-
strate the computational feasibility of the adaptue dual control algorithm,
I. INIRODUCRON
In many processes arising in engineering, economic and biologicalsystems, the
problem of decision making (or control) tinder various sources of uncertainties is
inherent. These uncertainties prevent exact determination of the effect of all
present and future actions, and therefore deterministic control theory is not
applicable. If the effect of these uncertainties is small, one can stilluse optimal con-
trol theory to obtain a feedback control law based on deterministic considerations.
The feedback nature of the control would tend to reduce the sensitivity to uncer-
tainties but would require the state of the system to be measured exactly. Again.
this assumption is good only when the measurement error is small in comparison
with the signal being measured.
In many cases, the phenomena of uncertainty (including measurement error)
can be appropriately modelled as stochastic processes, allowing them to be
considered via stochastic optimal control theory. A very important concept in
stochastic control is the inftrination pattern available to a controller at specific
time, for the purpose of decision making. As the process unfolds, additional
information becomes available to the controller. This information may come
about accidentally through past control actions, or as a result of active probing
which itself is a possible control policy. Thus "learning" is present, whether it is
"accidental" or "deliberate." The information pattern available to the controller
indicates not only what type of learning is possible at each instant of time, but.
more importantly. whether future learning can be anticipated and how it could
be influenced by present actioni.e., whether probing would be helpful in future
learning. Since more learning may improve overall control performance. the
probing signal may indirectly help in controlling the stochastic system. On the
other hand, excessive probing should not be allowed even though it may promote
learning because it is "expensive"I1 the sense that it will, in general, increase the
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expected cost performanceof the system. This interpidy between learning and
control is the key issueol stochastic control theory.
'fhis "dual''purposes ofthe control was pointed out by Fel'dbaum [I] i
the stochasticdynamic programmingapproach [2]. Unfortunately the solution
cannot be obtainednumericallY in most situations. Some simple examples were
worked out later indicatingthe dual role of the control proper anti of probing or
identification [3], [4].Recently, a dual control algorithm was developed by Tse eral.
[5]. [6] which isapplicable to a fairly large class ofnonlinear stochastic Systems.
In this paper, the basicconcepts involved in the developnieni of the dual control
methods as described in [5],[6] are discussed in detail. Hopefully, through this
discussion. the interplay betweenlearning and control will be brought out more
clearly. Some simulation results asreported in [6] will also be presented to provide
deeper understanding of thedifferences between active and passive learning control
strategies.
2. PRoBLE1 STAt EMENT
The class of nonlinear stochastic systems to be considered in this paper is
described by
(2.1) x(k + I) = f[k,x(khu(k)] ± (k):
y(k) = h[k,x(k)] ± q(k), k= 0,1N
wherex(k)e K', u(k) e R. and y(k) E R"'. It is assumed that x(0). R(k). q(k +
are independent Gaussian vectors with statistics:
(2.2) Ex(0)} =(OIO): coy {x(0): x(0)}=(OIO)
(2.3) E((ki} = 0;cov{(k):(k)} =Q(k)
(2.4)'E{i1(k + i)} = 0:coy q(k -1-I): iftk + 1) =R(k± 1)0.
The performance measure is given by
(2.5) J =E{[x(JV)]± [x(k), u(k).k]}
where the expectation E.is taken over all underlying random quantities. To
complete the formulation, one has to specify the class of admissible control laws
to be considered. En order to emphasize the interplay between learning and control.
we shall distinguish the difference between afedhack control law and a closed-loop
control law.Such a distinction has not been made in the literature:as a matter
of fact, their usage has been interchangedquite frequently. However, in order to
get further insight into the dual characteristic ofthe control, such a distinction
should be stressed.
In the control engineering literature,a control law is defined as a mapping
from the informationstate (see Section 3 and [8]) space to the control space.
Within the class of controllaws, we shall make fine distinction between feedback
For perfect observation,wehave R(k± I)0for alk. The discussions in thispaper incluth'




control law and closed-loop control law via thein/ormaijon patternavailable to
the cc'ntroller at each instant of time The informationpattern indicates what type
of knowledge is available to the controllerso as to construct the mapping from
the information state space to the controlspace. A feedback law is definedas one
in which the structure of mapping is dependenton the system dynamic, thepast
measurement program and thepastmeasurement statistics. For the feedback
controller, the future observation program and futureobservation statistics are
not available to the controller, and therefore the controllercannot anticipate how
future learning will be utilized. Feedback controlsystems will ignore the possibility
of future learning and perform control action ina cautious maniier. Thus for a
feedback system, learning is "accidental." A closed-loopcontroller is defined as
one in which the structure of the mapping depends on thesystem dynamic, the
past and futuremeasurement program as well as thepast and fiauremeasurement
statistics. The closed-loop controller can therefore takeinto account the possibility
of future learning and have it regulated accordingto the control objective. To
express these concepts in mathematical terms, let us denote by ,k theinformation
about the system dynamics
{f[i.
,11k the informationabout the measurement programup to timek
.u' 4 {h[i,
and .9the information about the statistics of the initialstate, the process noise
up to time N - I and the observation noise up to timek:
,qk 4(OO),(OIO),Q(0).....Q(N - I), R(l).....R(k)}
(OO),(OIO),Q(O,,...,Q(N - l)}.
A control law is said to be of feedbacktype if
(2.6) ulD(k) = u(k Yk,Uk':
I11k c/k)
where Yk{y(l).....y(k)}, U' 4 u(0)}.....u(k-I ). Acontrol law is said to
be of closed-loop type if
(2.7) u"(k) = y& UkI
, I,-




CLASS OF CONTROL LAWS
CLASS OF C1.OSE[)-LOOp LAWS
CLASS OF FEEDBACK LAWS
Inclusion of different control laws
67No' a stochastic controlproblem can he fornitiIited afollows
Stocliast,c ('mitral Problen:
Find a closed-loop controllaw which will minimize the average cost (2.5)
subject to thc dynamic and observationconstraints (2.1
Before going into the solution foroptimal closed-loop control law, let us
consider several suboptinial adaptivecontrol laws which are frequently used in
the literature: and see which subclassthey belong to.
Certainty Equnalence [7], [31]
L(k)=k,(kk))
where(k.(is the optimal control law for the corresponding deterministic control
problem (and thus does nOt depend on(/\ - I and. 1/' - '),and (kR) is theoptimum
state estimate (and thus depends on //, (/&) I( is easily seen that LI(k) is
within the class of feedback.
Separation [5]. [32]
The control is a function of the conditional mean state estimate
= i(k,(kjk))
where 4i(k, -) can be different from the deterministic optimum control law j(k,
.
Ift(k.(is dependent on -II'', .i' .it is a closed-loop law: otherwise
it is a feedback law.
IOpen-Loop I eedhack Optimal (OLFO) [22], [29], [30]
At any time k, the problem of choosing a deterministic sequence
u(k) u(N





subject to the dynamic constraint
x(i+ l)= f(i,x(i)) -f(i): i = k, N
is solved: and the first in thecontrol sequence is applied to the system. Whena
new observation y(k -+ I) is obtained, theoptimization problem is repeated again
at time k + 1. Notice that the solution ofthe optimization problem at each time
1is not influenced by knowledgeof/inure measurementprogram and associated
future measurement noisestatistics. Thus the OLFO control law is within the
class of feedback control laws.
Many other suboptimaladaptive control laws discussed in the literatureare
within the feedback class[2l][25], From the above discussion,we see that a
feedback control lawdoesnot have the capability of anticipating futureuncertainty.
68and thus, in general, it may not give satisfactoryperforniice when the time
horizon to be considered is relatively short. It is only iiisonic special cases that
tedback law give satislhctory or even optimumperfornlance[5]-[l 1], [28].
In the next section, a method is described forobtaining a closed-loop control
law which appropriately regulates learning for thepurpose of control.
3. OPTIMAl. STOCHASTIC CONIROL
From the above discussion, we note that a closed-loopcontrol law will have
the capability of anticipating how future learning will be carriedout. The "best"
or optinuim closed-loop control law would take into account notUnIVhow future
observations will be made but also how they will he utilized inan optirnwn manner.
This is an important aspect of the principle of optimality. Thereforea natural
approach to the stochastic control problem is via stochastic dynamicprogram-
n-iing. The derivation of the stochastic dynamic programmingcan be found in
many different places [2], [8] and therefore will not he repeated here. Whatwe
would like to present in this section are:
1. The basic ingredient of stochastic dynamic programming, and
2. The basic difficulties involved in the solution.
These discussions will not only help us to appreciate the formulation, they also
serve as motivation for future development.
There are three basic ingredients in stochastic dynamic programming:
The concept of in/ormatimr state [8] at time k which is sul&ient to represent
the past behavior of the system upto time k. This is analogous to the vector
state in the deterministic case. We shall denote the information state by
The combined sequence(yk, u
)can be an information state, and
so is the conditional density p(x(k)IY", Uk).
An optimal-cost-go associated with each information state at time k + 1
which expresses how future observations will be made and they will he
utilized by the controller in an optimum manner. It will be denoted by
(*{.1k+ l}.
The conversion of a multistage stochastic optimization problem into a
sequence of single stage optimization problems which can be performed
sequentially.
The stochastic dynamic programming equation expresses howJ*{4,k} can
be computed, at least in principle, recursively by
(3.1)J*V4,k}= minE{./'[x(k),ti(k),k] + i*{4+I[k,u(k)],k + lIYk,Uk_I},
where ii(k) is a deterministic quantity and4+ u(k)]represents the evolution
of the information state. Notice that from (3.1), the optimum u(k) will depend,
among other things, on .The end condition for 1'. . } is
(3.2) N} = E{iIi(x(N))IY', U5 '}.
It is quite straight forward to verify that the control law obtained via (3.l)(3.2) is
a closed-loop type as defined by (2.7).
Theoretically, the optimal control problem has been solved when equations
(3.1) and (3.2) are derived: however, in practice, the problem only begins with
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pthese equations. Some of the majordifficuhies arc discussed in ise. Bar-Shalom
and Meier [5]. In this paper we shall summarizethe ditlicultics as follows
I. The information state is either inlInite dimensional or unite hut grows
with time.
The optimal cost-to-go associated with the information state is generally
not an explicit function. In general, the optimal cost-to-go Can only be
expressed as a table-look-up type function of the information state.
Storage of the control value associated with each information state at
time k, k= 0,...,N - 1 is practically impossible due to the large dimen
sionality.
There is a very special class of problems. known as the LQG (Linear.
Quadratic-Gaussian) [20] problems. in which (3M, (3.2) can be solved exactly,
and the optimal closed-loop control is a feedback law This is the case when
(33) f(k, x(k), u(k)) = A(k)x(k) + B()u(k)
(3.4) h(k, x(k)) = C(k)x(k)
(3.5) ,(x(N)) = x'(N)Fx(N)
(3.6) 2'(x(k),u(k),k) =[x'(k)W(k)x(k) + u'(k)N(k)u(k)]
with F0, W(k)0, N(k) > 0. In this case,(hjk)E.x(k)IYk,Uk_iis an
information state and [21] the optimal cost-to-go hasa closed-form expression of
the information state.
(3.7) !*{(kk), k}='(kIk)K(k)(L!k)+tr {[W(i)uIj)
+(L(i+lti) -(i+Ill + IflK(i+I)] +F(NN)}
where K(k) satisfiesa Riccati equation which can be precomputedonce A(k),
8(k), W(k), N(k) and Fare known:(iJi)=co' {x(i)1Y1, (J11 fli)=
coy {x(i + 1)fY, U '} which are independent ofcontrol. Note that the future
updated error covariances, whichexpress how future learning will be possible,
are included in I*{(kIk), k}. However, sincethese covarianees will not beinfluenced by the control action. onlycaution but no probing shouldhe exercised by the
optimum control. For theparticular cost criterion (Quadratic),the optimum control law is a certaintyequivalence law [6]. [9], [10], [28],which is a feedback law (see Section 2).
DUAL CONTROL METJIOIiS
In this section,we shall describe the dualcontrol methods as developed by Tse et al. [5], [6]. Thedetailed equationscan be found in [5], [6] and thereforewill not be repeated here.The purpose ofthis section is toprovide a basic under- standing of the method,
As was notedbefore, the solutionof (3.l)-(3 2) ispractically impossible due to the largedimensionality Insteadof carryingout numerical approximationto the stochasticdynamicprogramming equation,we shall carry out "conceptual"
70approximatloil to the principleofoptimafity The procedures inthe approximation are as follows:
Approximate the informationstate by keeping only the firsttwo moments of the state estimate: i.e..consider a close-loop controlof the type
(4.1) u(k, (klk),(klk).', .if', q\-
The computation of(klk),(klk)can be clone by any one of the following
methods: Extended Kalmanfilter [12]. [13], adaptivefilter [13], [14], second order filter [14], [15]and optimum filter [16],[17], [18]. For perfect measurement,we use observer-estimator [14].[26], [27] to obtain the state estimate.
Approximate the optimalcost-to-go associated with theapproximated "information state,"(k + lfk + 1),(k +flk+ l)},at time k ± I. Let us associate with each predictedstate(k +lIk)a nominal controlsequence U0[k + I, N- 1:(k +ilk)].Usually,this nominal controlsequence represents optimum (or nearoptimum) decisionsequence i[no noise and no state uncertainties arepresent. Using this nominal controlsequence, a nominal state trajectorysequence is also generated viastate equation (2.1)wit/i oil the noise termsset to zero.Perturbation analysis is carried out around these nominals,approximate optimal cost-to-go,
!j'[tk +Ilk+ I), L(k ±Ilk4-1), k + 1],
that explicitly reflects the futurelearning and control performancecan be obtained. Detail equations forthe approximate optimalcost-to-go can be
foundin[5],weonlyremark herethat i'[.,. .]isquadraticin(k + ilk + I). At each time k = 0, I.....N- I. we shall solve an optimization problem
in real-time. Using theconcept of principle of optimality, the totalcost of
applying the controluk) is
(4.2)Id[u(k)]
+ Ij'[(k +Ilk± 1 :uk)),(k +Ilk+ I :u(k)),k + i]lyk U1}
where(k + Ilk + 1: u(k)),(k + Ilk + I: u(k))is the updated state esti-
mate and covariance whenu(k)is used. Since 1[.,.,.] is quadratic in
(k +ilk+I), the right-hand side of (4.2)can be simplified to have the
form
= Jr [(klk), u(k),k](kIk)}
+ 1[(k + llk:u(k)),(k + lfk:u(k)),k + 1]
where(k +Ilk: u(k)),(k +Ilk: u(k))isthe predicted state and covariance
when u(k) is applied (see [5] for the detailson if.,,]). The optimization
problem to be solved at timekis to find u(k) which will minimizeld[u(k)].
This is usually accomplished via search methods[5], [6], [i9]. Once the
minimizing valueu*(k)is obtained, itis applied to the system. Then
*(k +Ilk+i)andE(k + Ilk + l)are updated using oneoftheestimation
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Imethods mentioned above. The whole procedure is repeated for time
k ± 1 and so on until the end of the control period. An outline ofthe
method, in the form of a how-chart, is given in Figure 4.1. Note that the
resulting control law is a closed-loop law.
5.LINEAR SYSTEMSiTl1 RANDOM PARAMETERS
In this section, we shall describe an explicit dual control algorithmfor the
class of problems of controlling linearsystems with random parameters vector.
Consider a discrete-time linear system described by
(5.1)2x(k + 1) = A{k,0(k)]x(k) + b[k,O(k)]u(k)+ (k);k = 0,1,...
y(k) = C[k, 0(k)]x(k) ± i1(k) k =1, 2,...
wherex(k)eR,y(k)ERm, 0(k)ERand u(k) is a scalar control.3 It is assumed that
0(kj is a vector Markovprocess satisfying
(5.2) O(k + 1) = D(k)9(k) + y(k)k = 0,1....
whereD(k)jsaknown matrix.4 Thevectors {x(0),0(0),(k),t(k+ I ),y(k),k =0, 1,..
are assumed to be mutually independentGaussian random variables withknown
mean and covariances. The cost functionalis quadratic in nature
(5.3) J = E{[x(N)- p(N)]'W(N)[(N) - p(N)]
+
[x(k) - p(k)J. W(k)[x(k) - p(k)] + i.(k)u2(k)}
where itis assumed thatW(k)0, ).(k) > 0,and {p(k), k=0.....N} is given a prior,,
We can transform thisproblem to the form discussedin the previous sections by augmenting theparameters to form a new stage zik)[x'(k)0'(k)]. In here, we shall specify a procedureto choose the nominals thatresults in an explicit algorithm for the class ofproblems discussed. Thenominal controlsequence U0[k + I, N + Iz u(k)]is chosen by minimizing
J0(k + I)= f{x0(N) -p(N)]'WN)[x0(1V)- p(N)]
+ - p(J)]W(j)[x0(j)j)]+ jk+ I
subject to the constrajnts
x0(j ± I)=A[j: O(i)Jx0(j)+ b[j: 0o(j)]ii0(/) x0(k+ 1)(k + I k) 0(j+1) = D(j)00(j);00(k+1)= Ô(k +ilk)
where(k + Ilk) is thepredicted state if u(k)isapplied. Note that00j,j=k ± 1. N can becomputed independentlyof how theconirol "o(j) is selected.The 2 '
perfect measurement isavailable we have C{k,k)]I and(kj0, this would implythat the covariance forq(k)is zero.
For simplicity,we shall discuss only thescalar input case. Theresults can be extendedto the multi-input case. See Tseand Bar-Shalom [6].
The approach can beextended to the case whereD is a function ofalso
72Compute t lie C.










u(k) at which the dual
cost is to be
evaluated
Figi re 4.1Flowchart of the dual control algorithm
Niake new
measurement
SOlutiOn for this optimization problem can be obtained easily [II]. For thecom-
plete set of equations, relevant to a one-step optimization problem, see Tse and
Bar-Shalom [61.
In this section, an example of controlling a third order time invariant linear
system with six unknown parameters will be presented. The performance of the
actively adaptive dual control algorithm will be compared to those of the certainty
equivalence (C.E.) control and the optimal control with the knownparameters.
The latter will serve as an unachievable lower bound. In both examples,a secondorder filter is used (or estimation. A discussion of the actively adaptive feature
of the dual control algorithm and its computational Feasibility is alsopresented.
Consider the third-order system
(6.1) x(k + 1) = A(01, 02, 03)x(k) + B(04, 0, (16)u(kI + E(k)





00 1 B(04,65.06 =
[ 203]
and {0}.are unknown constant parameters with normala priori statistics
having mean and variance
O(OjO) = [1.0, 0.6, 0.3,0.1,0.7, 1.5]',
= diag(0.1,0.l,0.Ol,o,o1.o.ol,oI)
The true parametersare
ft = [1.8,- 1.01,0.58,0.3. 0.5. 1.0]'.
The initial state is assumed to be known:
(0I0)x(0) = 0.
Two examples will be considered. In thefirst example, the cost performance
is expressed by
In the second example, thecost performance is given by
where). = 10,p = 20 and p' == [0.0,20].
Twenty Monte Carloruns were performed for bothexamples (with the same noise samples) and theiraverage performances aresummarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2). It is noted that inboth examples, the dualcontrol algorithm givesa sub- stantial improvementover the C.E. control, both inaverage performance and reliability. The terminalmiss for the dualcontrol is also much betterthan the C.E. control in bothcases.
To understand theinterplay between learningand control, and thedistinction between active andpassive learning,we shall take a closer lookat the two examples. Conceptually, the secondexample is a "harder"problem than the first example since in the firstexample, the aim is to "hit"a surface while in the second example, the aim isto "hit" a point in thestate space. Therefore, itshould be expected that theaverage cost would be higherin the secondexample than thatS
I
Average cost
Maximum cost in a sample
of twenty runs





energy prior to final stage
TABLE.l
SUSIMARY or RESULTS lOR i ui FIRSI EXAMF'I I
TABLE 6.2
SUMMARY üï Riisui.is 10K THE SrcoND EXAMPLE
Optimal Control withCE. Control with Dual Control with
Control Poitcy Known ParametersUnknown Parameters Unknown Parameters
in the first case. This is seen to hold true, as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, for the
dual control and the optimal control with known parameters. However, for C.E.
control, it does not hold true. This may seem strange, but careful analysis of the
simulation will offer an explanation for this.
Let us compare the C.E. controls for the two examples. Note that the control
energy used in the second case is much more than that used in the first example.
Note from Figures 6.3 and 6.6 that up to about k = 12. the C.E. control uses
about the same cumulative energy for the two examples. The fact that the final
mission is different has not yet become important enough to change the control
strategy. As a consequence, the learning for both cases is almost the same up to
this time. In the first example, since the final destination is a surface, the controller
can wait almost until the final time to apply a control to achieve the control
objective, and therefore the C.E. control is still applying little energy after time
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Control Policy
Optunal Conuol withCE. Control with Dual Control with
Known ParametersUnknown Parameters Unknown Parameters
Average cost 6 114 14
Maximum cost in a sample
of twenty runs 20 458 53
Standard deviation of the
Cost 6 140 16
Average miss distance
squared 12 225 22
Weighted cumulative control
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Figure 6.1Average estimation errorsquared n 04.06 for the first example
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1)1 control
Figure 6.2Average estimation error squaredri 04, 05(Jfur the sccond example
For the dual control, quite a different control strategy at the beginning rather
than at the end of the control interval can he noticed. The fact that a different end
condition has to he fulfilled is propagated from the final time to the initial time.
For the second example. the dual controller, realizing that the final mission is
much more difficult to achieve, decides to invest more energy ithe beginning.
because learning is very important in this case to achieve a satisttctory final
objective. Note the "speed" of learning in the second example compared with
the first example (see Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.4, 6.5). The dual control regulates its
energy in learning: in the first example where learning is less important, it does
not insist on learning which would involve the application of large controls in the
beginning: in the second example. the learning is much more important and thusS
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Figure 63Average estimation error squared in 0, 02 03 for the first example
more energy is utilized for the learning purpose. For both examples, the expected
miss distances squared are comparable, thus, the increase incost in the second
example is primarily due to the increase in cumulative inputenergy. This demon-
strates the active learning characteristic of the dual control
Finally, we shall remark on the computation time required bythe dual control
and compare it with that for C.E. control to givesome idea of the computational
feasibility of the dual control algorithm. The optimumcontrol with known
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Figure 64Average estimation error squared in O. Ofor the second example
run. The time required for the dual control was 45 sec (with a program that was
not optimized). However, judging from the improvement over the C.E. control.
the extra computation time seems worthwhile.
This paper describes an approach for obtaining a control algorithm that
exhibits the dual characteristic of appropriately distributing the control energy for
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Figure 6.6Average cumulative control energy for the second example
The applicability of the dual control algorithm is particularly well suitedto
problems when the physical sampling interval ison the order of hours and days
(eg., problems in economics). On the other hand, for those problems where "real
time" is on the order of micro-seconds or seconds, more workon reducing the
computational requirement of the dual control algorithm is needed. Thepoten-
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